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Preface
The papers that formed part of my doctoral thesis on eu-
clidean number fields (Amsterdam, 1977) were preceded
by an introduction, written in Dutch, which was aimed at
giving the general mathematical public an impression of
the subject, of the historic background against which one
should view it, and of the methods of proof employed. The
article below is a translation of the first part of that intro-
duction; the two remaining sections will appear in subse-
quent issues of this Journal. Some minor adaptations have
been made to take account of the effluxion of time and
the consequent forward march of science. I am greatly
indebted to Alf van der Poorten, of Macquarie University,
who was kind enough to volunteer to transform my Dutch
into English.
H. W. Lenstra, Jr.
The story of "Fermat's Last Theorem" has been told so
often that it hardly bears retelting.
H. M. Edwards
N'y a-t-ilpas la 'une lacune äremplir?
J. Liouville
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Leonhard Euler 1707-1783
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Carl Friedrich Gauss 1777-1855
Augustin Louis Cauchy 1 789-1 857
Gabriel Lame 1795-1870
Carl Gustav Jacob Jacobi 1 804-1 85 1
Peter Gustav Lejeune Dirichlet 1805-1859
Joseph Liouville 1 809- 1 882
Ernst Eduard Kummer 1810-1893
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Gotthold Eisenstein 1 823- 1 852
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Fermat's Last Theorem
On March Ist, 1847 the French scientist Lame, a member
of the Parisian Academie des Sciences, made a startling
announcement to his learned colleagues: he claimed to
have succeeded in provingFemiaf's last theorem, which
states that there are no positive integers x, y and z with
*"+/·= z«
if n is an integer greater than two. For n equal to two there
are many solutions'.
32+42 = 52, 52 + 122 = 132,
82 + 152 = 172, ...,
the Pythagorean triples. In the margin of his copy of
Diophantus' Arithmetica, the French Jurist Fermat had
written that for greater n no such triples can be found,
and he had added that he had a marvellous proof for this,
which, however, the margin was too small to contain:
"Cubum autem in duos cubos, aut quadrato-quadratum in
duos quadrato-quadratos, et generaliter nullam in infinitum
ultra quadratum potestatem in duos ejusdem nominis fas
est dividere; cujus rei demonstrationem mirabilein sane
detexi. Hanc marginis exiguitas non caperet."
Every other theorem which Fermat had announced in
• like manner had been proved by the year 1847; only this
one, the last, was left.
Lame attributed the basic idea of his proof to Liouville.
The idea consisted of working with numbers of the shape
ω r i- ι ι ί"?ϊ 1
«0 +α\ζ + · · · +Λη-ΐί
α0,αι,. . .,«„„1 integers,
where ξ is a complex number with the properties ξ" = 1 ,
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8ξ Φ 1. Here, Lame supposed n to be an odd prime number,
which assumption, äs had already been known for some
time, does not involve any essential restriction in the proof
of Fermat's last theorem. With the aid of these numbers,
x" + y" may be split into n factors:
x" +yn = (x +y) (x + Sy)...(x + S"~ly)
and Fermat's equation then assumes the shape
(2) (x + y)(x + $y). . . (χ + ζ"~ly) = z".
To this Lame applied the following principle, a classic
method from the theory of diophantine equations:
(3) If the product of two numbers that have no factor in
common is an n-th power, then each of the two num-
bers is an «-th power.
For positive integers one readily sees the validity of this
principle on Splitting the numbers into their prime factors
and checking the contribution of each distinct prime.
Lame assumed that (3) would also hold for numbers of
the shape (1), and with the help of an argument that is of
little matter here he reached the conclusion that (2) is pos-
sible only if one of the numbers x, y, z is zero. The truth
of Fermat's last theorern follows from this.
After Lame, the meeting was addressed by Liouville.
The idea attributed to him of considering complex num-
bers (1), he said, was nothing new; one could already meet
such numbers in the work of Euler, Lagrange, Gauss and
Jacobi. Moreover, it seemed to him, said Liouville, that
Lame implicitly assumed that unique factorisation into
prime factors also holds for the numbers (1). At this point
Liouville made the remark quoted at the head of this arti-
cle.
Thus Fermat's last theorem gives rise to a question
which perhaps is more interesting than is Fermat's last
theorem itself:
(4) Does unique factorisation into primes also hold for
numbers of the shape (1)?
In this section we concern ourselves principally with the
methods applied by Liouville's contemporaries to answering
this question.
A second difficulty that Liouville drew to Lame's atten-
tion derives from the existence of divisors of l: numbers
which divide l, or units, äs they are called nowadays. That
these play a role in an assertion such äs (3) can be seen in
the example
-4--9 = 62.
The two numbers -4 and —9 have no factor in common,
their product is a square, but nevertheless neither —4 nor
—9 is the square of an integer. However, each is a unit,
namely —l, times a square.
In the case of numbers of the shape (1) many more units
occur. For example from
(n odd, n > 1)
one sees that each factor on the left is a unit. Properties of
divisibility by f + f""1 play an important role in Lame's
proof. But this number divides l, thus it also divides every
other number. This present observation vitiates Lame's
entire argument even were we to assume unique factorisa-
tion.
We pause no further at the matter of units. Later devel-
opments have shown that questions on this topic are more
difficult to deal with than are questions concerning uni-
queness of factorisation. But it is worth mentioning that,
even today, several authors of number theory texts seem
to forget that in order to draw conclusions such äs (3) one
must know about units äs well äs about factorisation into
primes.
Two weeks after Lame's pronouncements Wantzel pro-
duced a method for answering Liouville's question. Until
the beginning of this Century, Wantzel enjoyed some fame
for having provided a simplified proof of the unsolvability
of the equation of the 5-th degree. As well, his was the
first published proof of the impossibility of trisecting an
angle, and of doubling a cube. Because he died young
Wantzel never fulfilled the promise he had shown — these
days he is entirely forgotten.
Wantzel's idea boils down to the following. Let n be an
arbitrary integer > 3 and let f be a primitive root of f = l,
for example ξ = e27r!/". Wantzel argued that in order to
show that the numbers (1) have unique factorisation, it
suffices to find a substitute for the well-known concept
ofdivision with remainder valid for ordinary integers: for
then one can call on arguments going back to Euclid which
lead to the desired theorem of unique factorisation into
prime factors.
To illustrate just how one finds such a substitute
Wantzel first considers the case n = 4. In this case the num-
bers (1) are just the numbers a + b V^T with a and b inte-
gral, and one defines the norm of such a number by
Now to divide a + b ^/^ ϊ by c + £?\/^ T, with c and d
not both zero, one notes that
c + d
with
t = (ac + bd)/(c2 + d2), u = (bc - ad)/(c2 + d2).
This does not mean that we divide exactly, because of
course t and u need not be integral. But we can always
approximate t and u by integers t, u such that
r + sf = (v + wf) · (c + cft)
i = i' + v, u = u' + w,
with
That r + $ξ deserves to be called a remainder is easy to
check:
Then we have , , - ,r,
W(r + s?) = 0 - uu> + w2) · W(c ·
a + b V77! = (t' + "' V77!) '(c + d V-1) +
+ (w + w V77!) · (c + c? V77!)·
This deals with the case n = 3. For general« Wantzel gave
If we write r = vc — wd, s = vd + wc this becomes
(5) a
So one may consider t' + u' \/—I to be the quotient and
r + s V77! to be the remainder ofa + b V77! °n division
by c + d V77Ϊ- In order that r + s V77! deserve the name
remainder and — we must not forget — in order that
Euclid's argumen,ts may operate, r + s \/— l must be smal-
ler than the number c + d V-1 by which we divide. Here
we will measure size by means of the norm; and indeed we
have
N (r + s V77!) = (r + s V77!) · (r - s V77!)
= (v+w ^/^ ϊ) · (c + d V-1)'
•(v-w V77!) ' (c - d V77!)
= (v2 + w2) -N(c + d V~-T)
So much for the case n = 4. Nowadays we describe all this
by saying that Wantzel proves that t'ie numbers a + b V—l,
with a and b integral, form a euclidean ring with respect to
the norm. The arguments of Euclid, which we have already
mentioned a number of times, show that the theorem of
unique factorisation into primes holds in a euclidean ring. N(y + w V—1) = v + w
For a second example Wantzel takes the case n = 3. Then
one has ξ = — l — f, so the numbers (1) may be written
äs a + b ξ with a and b integers. The norm — module, in
Wantzel's terminology — is now defined by
N(a + b$) = (a + £f) · (a + b$2} = a2 -ab + b2.
In an entirely analogous fashion one now finds on dividing
that
with t' ' ,u ,r,s integers and
somewhat less detail:
"On voit facilement que le meme mode de demonstration
s'applique aux nombres complexes de forme plus com-
pliquee qui dependent des racines de r" = l pour n quel-
conque. II suffira d'etablir que le module de Fexpression
α + ßr + jr2 + ... + μτ" ~1
est toujours moindre que l quand a, ß, y,. . ., μ sont com-
pris entre 0 et l; ce qui se verifie de plusieurs manieres."
Here the term module (norm) of the expression
(6) MO +"i? + · · - + "n-if"~1,
MO,WI,...,W„_I real,
is to be interpreted äs the product of the numbers ob-
tained from (6) äs f runs through the different primitive
roots of f" = l. In tliis context a root ξ of ξ" = l is said
to be primitive if there is no m such that ξm = l and
0<m <n. One can show that, if U0,u1,..., u„_l are
integers, then the norm is an integer > 0, and is zero only
if the expression (6) itself is zero.
The remarkable aspect of Wantzel's assertion is that it
is not even valid in the case n = 4, which he himself had
presented äs an example. Surely no one could maintain
that the norm
is smaller than l whenever v and w both lie between 0 and
l ? But even were we to take all of α, β, γ,.. ., μ äs lying
between — ^  and + ^ , Wantzel's claim does not hold for
general n, äs Cauchy was to show later by producing a
counterexample.
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Already on March Ist, the day of Lame's announce-
ment, Cauchy, with apparent faith m Lame's approach,
had demanded some of the hkely credit for himself. He
had, so he claimed, notified the Academy several months
earlier of a method which would possibly lead to a proof
of Fermat's last theorem
"Detourne par d'autres travaux, M. Cauchy n'a pas eu le
temps de s'assurer si cette conjecture etait fondee "
by Kumi
The senes of notices which Cauchy now had appear m M?e We'ke Havmg SUng the praiS6S °f GaUSS' JaC°bl
the Comptes Rendus of the Academy are prmcipally and of Dirlchlet· Kummer writes
directed at attemptmg to answer Liouville's question (4)
m the positive sense. Moreovei, assummg that he would
succeed in this attempt, Cauchy deduced a number of
consequences of umque factonsation which seemed to
him to be relevant to Fermat's theorem For reasons
which will become clear we make no further comment
concerning these consequences in any event the common
behef that Cauchy supposed umque factonsation of the
numbers (1) to be self-evident is totally unjustified
Cauchy commenced by rappmg Wantzel ovei the
knuckles the analysis of the case n = 4 could already be
found m the work of Dinchlet, and mdeed those argu-
ments also work for the case n = 3,
Ol
mais utie objection s'elete contre le passape
>u il assure qu'on pcut aisenient tStoudic le nienie modc de demonstration
aux aonibres compfcxes, de forme plus complique'e qui depeudcm des racincs
de l'equation binörae
n etant UQ oombre entier quelconque
In this Situation it is little wonder that a question bemg
puzzled over m Paris had already been answered for some
time in Germany On April 28th 1847 Kummer wrote to
Liouville
Cauchy then gave a number of examples counter to the
claim of Wantzel that we have already quoted, and he
• On \oil, par ce qm pricede, que la theone genirale des nombrescocn
plexes e»t encoie a etablir
For several months Cauchy busied himself with this prob-
lem, achievmg only partial results He showed that the
numbers (1) do in fact form a euclidean ring m the cases
n = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15.
Cauchy apparently overlooked the fact that when k is odd
the numbers (1) for n = k comcide with those for n = 2k,
for the primitive roots of f2fe = l only differ by a minus
sign from the primitive roots of ξk = l. Be this äs it may,
Cauchy's result is correct. His proof is probably not cor-
rect, but its sketchmess makes this difficult to confirm.
In addition to these results for small n, Cauchy found
analytical arguments which convmced him that also for
large n — say, n greater than 10 - the numbers (1) consti-
tute a euclidean ring. But notwithstandmg repeated
attempts he was not able to obtam a decisive proof.
The explanation for this failure of Cauchy's came, by
post, from Germany One can deduce the relative strengths
of German and French mathematics at the time from the
words below The passage is taken from a review wntten
mer m 1847 of the first volume of Jacobi'sMzi/ze-
Wir könnten nach
diesen noch eine treffliche Reihe deutscher Mathema-
tiker aufführet», weiche da« neu erwachte Leben ent-
weder mit anfachen halfen, oder von demselben beseelt
wurden, aber die Hauptmacht und der Principat, wel-
chen Deutschland in dieser Wissenschaft jeut behauptet,
üegt allem in den genannten drei Namen Ganss, Jn-
cobi und Diiichiet. in Krankt eich lebt jetzt nur einer,
welcher diesen an die Sehe gestellt werden kann,
nämlich Caueay, dessen ausserordentlich pioductiver
Geist i» den elementarsten, sowie in den sublimste»
Sphären der Mathematik neues schafft, und in allem,
wab er unternimmt, einen Fortschritt der Erkenntntss
bewirkt. Wenn wir nun in den Mathematikern erst«»
Ranges das entschiedene Übergewicht über die Fran-
zosen haben, da uns drei Sterne erster Grosse glän-
zen , jenen nur einer, so können wir ihnen gern zuge-
stehen , dass sie unter den mathematischen Sternen
zweitei und dritter Grosse mehr ausgezeichnete Namen
nachzuweisen haben, als wir, und dass dieses Überge-
wicht weiter hinab bis zu den teleskopUchen Sternen,
selbst bis zu denen secbszehnter Grosse immer mehr
zunimmt
concluded
Quant a la
piopoiition tlementane pour ces noinbres complcx.es, qu'un nombre cotn-
l>lcxc compose ne peut έίικ decompnse enfactcun piemiers que ifune seuh
inaniere, que vous rerreüez ties-jvistcment dans cttte dcmomtration defet-
tucu-,e cn outre en quclque» auties pomts, je puis \ous a»surer quelle n'a
pas heu je'neralement tant qu'i! s'aßit de nombres complexes de la forme
θΌ·4-</4ι—F-aar*-f- 4 «„„,Γ""*, mais qu'on peut la sauver en mtroduibant
un nou\pau ycnre de nombre·> complexes, que j'ai appele nombic compfejce
ideal
Cauchy's reaction
"Si M. Kummer a fait faire ä la question quelques pas de
plus, si meme i) etait parvenu ä iever tous les obstacles,
j'applaudirais le piemier au succes de ses efforts, car ce
que nous dcvons surtout desirer, c'est que les travaux de
tous les amis de la science concourent ä faire connaitre
et a propager la vente "
J3
©ruft <$buatb Kummet
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In one of the next Comptes Rendus Cauchy showed, fol-
lowing Kummer, that for n = 23 the numbers (1) do not
possess the property of unique factorisation into primes.
With this we close our report of the doings of the Parisian
Academy in the first half of 1847. For further details one
should consult the Comptes Rendus de l'Academie des
Sciences, vol. 24, 1847.
In Germany a sirnilar development had taken place a
few years earlier, though in a somewhat less straightfor-
ward way.
The interest in numbers of the shape (1) in Germany
did not arise from the wish to prove Fermat's last theorem
— though there was the awareness of a possible application
in this direction — but from the desire to generalise the
law ofquadratic reciprocity of Gauss (1801). The law of
quadratic reciprocity says that if p and q are a pair of
distinct odd primes then the two congruences
manuscript in which he thought he had proved for all
prime n that the answer to (7) isyes. His argument did not
depend on unique factorisation, but it contained a differ-
ent error. In any case, Kummer came to a timely discovery
that (7) is false for n = 23, likely on the Suggestion of
Jacobi, and the erroneous proof was published only in
1977, see [7, PostScript].
It seems that this incident, after having been passed on
by word of mouth for 66 years, received the form in which
it is now known to the mathematical world in a speech of
Hensel in 1910: Kummer was said to have thought that he
had proved Fermat's last theorem but was shown by
Dirichlet that the proof depended on the unjustified
assumption of unique factorisation. Were this story, which
incidentally is rather badly documented, to be based on
some incident other than the one referred to above then
Kummer would have made much the same mistake twice,
and this is difficult to believe. Concerning all this one may
x =p mod q consult the paper of H. M. Edwards cited at the end of this
y2=qmodp note-
Battered, but not defeated — so goes the story, which
either are both solvable in integersx andj, or are both
insoluble, except when both p and q are 3 modülo 4 in
which case one of the congruences is solvable and the
other is not. The question became to generalise this rule
to powers higher than the second.
Gauss himself had shown in 1832 that in order to be
able to adequately formulate such a rule for fourth powers
one needs the numbers (1) with n - 4. In 1836 Jacobi gave
a simple proof of the theorem stated by Gauss, and more-
over was able to establish a cubic (third-power) reciprocity
law using the numbers (1) with n = 3. His results suggested
that for higher n one must firstly pose the following ques-
tion:
(7) can every pnme p that is congruent to l modülo n „ , ~ , ι , f
, . . ' „ , ,,NO Kummer manaeed to prove Fermat s last theorem for abe writtenas the norm or a numoer (1).' , , , , , . , - /-large, probably for an infinite, class 01 pnme numbers n.
In the cases n = 4 and n = 3 this was known, and for n = 5,
8, and 12 Jacobi answered the question in the affirmative
in 1839 without, however, Publishing his proof.
In the developments in Germany (7) occupied the posi-
tion which in France would be taken by Liouville's ques-
tion (4). The two problems are closely related: if one
assumes uniqueness of factorisation into primes for the
numbers (1) then it is not difficult to show that the prop-
erty described by (7) does indeed hold. There can be no
doubt that Jacobi and, some years later, Eisenstein had the
insight to realise that the converse must also be true: an
affirmative answer to (7) implies unique factorisation. For
n prime, a beautiful proof of this converse was given by
Kummer in 1847 (see [11, vol. I, pp. 241-243]).
But this wasn't Kummer's first contribution to the
problem: in 1844 he submitted to the Berlin Academy a
is now more dependable — Kummer, in 1845, managed to
find a satisfactory theory by introducing ideal complex
numbers (compare his previously cited letter to Liouville).
And in March, 1847, just when in Paris people were beat-
ing their heads against the wall of unique factorisation,
Kummer came to the idea of applying his ideal theory to
Fermat's last theorem. From his correspondence with
Kronecker one gets the Impression that Kummer could
not find anything better to do; and when he announces
his results to the Berlin Academy he writes:
Der Fermatsche Salz ist zwar mehr ein Curiosiim als ein
Hauptpunkt der \Vissensctiaft,
Whether this class of prime numbers is in fact infinite, äs
Kummer did at the time assert, is unknown. His methods,
and the later refinements thereof, in particular those of
Vandiver, recently allowed Wagstaff, with the aid of an
electronic Computer, to prove Fermat's last theorem for
all n < 125,000. The general case remains unproved. In
concluding our discussion of Fermat's last theorem it
seems worthwhile to quote a remark of Knuth. In his
The Art of Computer Programming, he illustrates his rat-
ing System for exercises with the following problem:
"[M50] Prove that when n is an integer, n > 2, the equa-
tion x" + y" = z" has no solution in positive integers,
x,y,z."
In the Answers to Exercises one finds:
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p — l mod «? Kummer noted that it would be sufficient
to prove uniqueness of factorisation and for this he turned
to the method that also Wantzel would apply: the euclidean
division algorithm.
From the summary that we have given of Wantzel's
argument it is plain that the problem comes down to
approximating an arbitrary expression
MO, MJ, .. ., u„_i rational,
by a number
M'O, u\,..., un-\ integral,
so that the difference
(«o - U'Q) + (MJ - M'I)$" + ... + («„_i - u'„_i)£"~
has norm less than l.
Kummer solved this problem for n = 5 in a letter to
Kronecker dated October 2nd 1844. A simplified proof
that he found a few days later may be reconstructed äs
follows.
The norm of/(f) = u0 + α1ξ + u2$2 + «af3 + u^4 is
defined by
Here one has/tf) =/(Γ) and/(Π =/(Γ); thus both
/(?)/(f4) and/(f 2)/(f3) are real numbers > 0. The in-
equality of the means (relating the arithmetic and geo-
metric means) now yields
< \ (m · /σ4) + /a2) · /a3))-
"(Note: One of the men who read a preliminary draft of
the manuscript for this book reported that he had dis-
covered a truly remarkable proof, which the margin of
his copy was too small to contain.)"
We pause no further at Fermat's last theorem, nor at
the subject for which Kummer had created his theory: the
n-th power reciprocity laws which he was to prove in the
future, and which he himself valued far more highly than
the results on Fermat's theorem to which he owes his cur-
rent fame. Compare his words of 1850:
Bei meinen Untersuchungen über die Theorie der comple-
xen Zahlen und den Anwendungen derselben auf den Beweis des
Fermatschen Lehrsatzes, welchen ich der Akademie der Wis- T, r n f ι ι Α· j.1 ^ .^1 · ι Α ι j -j
, . ' . . . . ,. *., , , It follows from an easy calculation that the nght hand side
senschaften vor drei Jahren mitzutneilen die r-nrc gehabt
habe, ist es mir gelungen die allgemeinen Rcciprocitätsgesetze "
für beliebig hohe Potenzreste zu entdecken, welche nach dem
gegenwärtigen Stande der Zahlentheorie als die Hauptaufgabe
und die Spitze dieser Wissenschaft anzusehen sind.
Instead we turn back to a relatively minor point to which
Kummer had given some attention in 1844.
As we have seen, for n = 23 the answer to both (4) and
(7) is no. The proof that was given of this is not difficult:
with the aid of the periods of Gauss one showed that
p = 47 cannot be the norm of a number of the shape (1)
with n = 23. Kummer, who first considered only the case
n prime, asked himself: is 23 the first example? For n = 5,
7, 11, 13, 17, 19 his calculations showed that indeed each
prime p = l mod n and smaller than 1,000 is the norm of (10) Σ (vf — vf)2 < 4.
a number (1). Biit how could one prove this for all primes '^ ' ~~
0 < i <j < 4
To solve the problem with n = 5 it thus suffices to prove
the following claim, in which we have written V{ = Uj — u f.
(8) for everychoiceoffive real numbers «o, MI( u2, «3, «4
one can find real numbers v0, ν ι, v2, v3, v$ so that
(9) u, - Vi is integral, for i = 0, l, 2, 3, 4
and
An inequality useful to the proof is that for arbitrary real
v.
4
0<<</<4 i=0
4
i=0 l i=0
n_i Now we choose the v{ so that (9) holds, and Q<vt<l.
uo + Mii + · · · + "n-if » Then, with v- -j it follows from the above inequality that
which is not good enough to give (10). To obtain a better
result we note that we may suppose that there are k and /,
, with \vk -^K-i.Thisisclearif the u,· all-
lie in an interval of length < | and if the interval is longer
(but < 1), we subtract l from the largest u,·; this does not
disturb the validity of (9).
If we now take v to be the average of % and z>/ we obtain
l vk — z; | < i-, l vt - v\ < |ί . To the remaining vt we add,
if necessary, + 1 or — l so äs to obtain | vf - v \ < i . We
find that
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Σ (ν, - ζ*,)2
0«ί</«4
<5 «ro)2 + Φ2 + Φ2 + Φ2 + Φ2) = 3 85 <4·
so demonstrating (10) Thus for n = 5 the numbers (1)
form a euchdean ring
Kummer claimed to be able to deal with the case n - 7
m a simdar way So for given MO > Mi> > U6 one should
be able to find numbers VQ,VI, ,v6 with u, — v, inte-
gral (z =0,1, ,6) and
(Π) Σ (ν,-ν,)2<6
But the argument we have given for n - 5 now provides
only
Σ (v, - ν,Ϋ < 8
0 «S l <] < 6
23_
28 integers m with l < m < « which are relatively pnme to
« It is easy to see that ψ(η) is exactly the number of pnm-
XT ,, , , . . , , Al x T, , , , . itive roots of f" = l Moreover, </>(«) turns out to be the
Nevertheless it is behevable that Kummer did prove (11) „ . , , , , „ ,
rf,, , , c . , , . , / smallest number a with the property that all the numbers
I ms becomes apparent if one investigates just what is the ,·,·, ,
u , ,, ,, r , ., ., _ „ _ (1) can be expressed asbest possible result for n numbers, rather than 5 or 7 One
then finds (see [13])
Σ
n2-l
— \~ι -// - * ~ '0 <i<;<n l i
where the equality sign is needed, for example, if u, = i/n
for ι = 0, l, , n — l In particular < 4 m (10) can be
replaced by < 2 and < 6 m (l 1) can be replaced by < 4
Wlien «=11 one obtams < 10, and, apart from a small
problem with the equality sign, this is just what is needed
for the proof that also m the case «=11 the numbers (1)
form a euchdean ring This result is not noted by Kummer
The cases n = 13, 17 and 19 remain undetermmed by the
present method
Once Kummer had developed ms ideal theory the ques-
tions occupymg us here receded from the Spotlight We
will not delve further mto the history of the subject but
shall restrict ourselves to a bnef discussion of the results
now known
A few years ago Masley and Montgomery, see [16], de-
terrruned all those n for which the numbers (1), with ξ a
primitive root of ξ" = l, have the property of unique de-
composition mto pnme factors As we saw in discussing
Cauchy's results we can restrict ourselves to the case where
n is not 2 modulo 4 For such n the answer to (4) is yes if
and only if n takes one of the followmg thirty values
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